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ABSTRACT
Data ecosystems are the foundation of emerging data-driven business models as they (i) enable an automated exchange between their
participants and (ii) provide them with access to huge and heterogeneous data sources. However, the corresponding benefits come with
unforeseen risks as also sensitive information is potentially exposed.
Consequently, data security is of utmost importance and, thus, a
central requirement for the successful implementation of these
ecosystems. Current initiatives, such as IDS and GAIA-X, hence
foster sovereign participation via a federated infrastructure where
participants retain local control. However, these designs place significant trust in remote infrastructure by mostly implementing
organizational security measures such as certification processes
prior to admission of a participant. At the same time, due to the
sensitive nature of involved data, participants are incentivized to
bypass security measures to maximize their own benefit: In practice, this issue significantly weakens sovereignty guarantees. In this
paper, we hence claim that data ecosystems must be extended with
technical means to reestablish such guarantees. To underpin our
position, we analyze promising building blocks and identify three
core research directions toward stronger data sovereignty, namely
trusted remote policy enforcement, verifiable data tracking, and
integration of resource-constrained participants. We conclude that
these directions are critical to securely implement data ecosystems
in data-sensitive contexts.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Data-driven business models are an invaluable pillar for modern industries, and their importance will increase with growing demands
requiring more complex and globally distributed operation, as well
as sophisticated collaborations to improve the status quo [73]. Data
ecosystems provide the foundation for such data-driven business
models as they center around automating data exchanges and value
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creation based on huge and heterogeneous data sources from various stakeholders [66]. Added value can be created by, for instance,
improving algorithms underlying existing analytics or extracting
new insights of previously recorded data [65]. Crucially, this process involves the integration of distributed data sources owned
by different stakeholders. Here, data ecosystem initiatives such
as International Data Spaces (IDS) [67] and GAIA-X [31] aim to
provide a trustworthy environment for the discovery, sharing, and
processing of available data, irrespective of specific domains.
However, current efforts to establish the necessary trust among
stakeholders heavily rely on organizational agreements and processes [28, 67]. For instance, the IDS certification process asserts
that participants use audited software and develop defense-in-depth
strategies for protection [67]. Participants receive no additional security guarantees beyond this ahead-of-time certification and have
no means to verify that other participants handle their data as
intended (and required). Here, the lack of stronger guarantees effectively ends sovereignty of participants in the moment of sharing.
In this paper, we argue that data ecosystems need to provide
their participants with strong and continual guarantees about the
security of their provided data to maintain each participant’s data
sovereignty. Moreover, driven by privacy and security concerns,
recent regulatory efforts set strict rules on how data may flow
across organizational borders, raising the need for fine-grained
control [59]. To this end, data ecosystems are only sustainable if
stakeholders are willing to participate by providing and consuming
data actively. However, we argue that data-consuming parties are
currently incentivized to ignore previously agreed terms for data
usage. Such behavior hurts data owners as they are not adequately
compensated for the value of the data they provide and questions
whether data ecosystems are adequate to exchange data subject to
privacy regulation. Consequently, data owners might restrict their
data-sharing efforts or leave the data ecosystem entirely. Hence,
data ecosystems require solid technical measures, such as cryptographically enforceable guarantees and verifiable continual security
monitoring, to facilitate the establishment of trust between remote
and potentially mutually unknown participants. In this paper, we
provide more background on the current state of data ecosystems,
identify shortcomings of ongoing data ecosystem initiatives, and
derive and discuss future research directions steered toward improving the sovereignty and trust of participants in data ecosystems.
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A PRIMER ON CURRENT DATA ECOSYSTEM
INITIATIVES AND THEIR ARCHITECTURES
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To ensure a common understanding of the trust issues with today’s
data ecosystems, we first briefly introduce data ecosystems, the
notion of data sovereignty, and common participants in this context.
Moreover, we present a short overview of data ecosystem initiatives
focusing on their currently implemented security measures.
Ecosystem Goals. The need to share data with collaborators
within specific sectors has been recognized in a variety of domains,
including supply chains [7], public health [4, 53], and mobility [24].
Here, on the one hand, data ecosystems aim to provide multi-sided
platforms [66] that facilitate an automated data exchange following
the FAIR principle [91], i.e., the offered data needs to be findable,
accessible, interoperable, and reusable. On the other hand, today’s
data ecosystems aim to equip data owners with fine-grained control over their data, including with whom it will be shared and
under what terms. This fine-grained control is the foundation of
data sovereignty [65]. Achieving these goals requires solving issues w.r.t. organization [66], semantics and data quality [33], and
interfacing [14], all of which are currently under active research.
Definitions. So far, we have seen data ecosystems only as a
means for exchanging data as required in emerging data markets
and other use cases [65]. In fact, data ecosystems emerged without
a standard definition in mind. Oliveira and Lóscio [64] address this
gap by reviewing and merging concurring data ecosystem definitions; as a result, they define a data ecosystem as a combination of
independently operated networks that produce and provide data,
but also other assets like software or services. Furthermore, the
authors highlight that such data ecosystems are self-regulated and
driven by collaboration and competition between actors [64]. Additionally, we emphasize that data ecosystems form platforms that
have to define common interfaces and rules to enable collaboration across independent networks. Accordingly, we refer to data
ecosystem participants as networks that implement the interfaces
and accept the rules defined by a given ecosystem.
Similarly, the notion of data sovereignty, i.e., one of the critical
concepts of data ecosystems, currently lacks a clear and common
definition [42]. If used in the context of data ecosystems, researchers
generally agree that data sovereignty relates to control and ownership of data items, together with specific claims and obligations
made by involved parties [22, 45, 71, 81]. Hence, within this paper,
we will focus on this aspect of data sovereignty. To set this into a
broader context, the review by Hummel et al. [42] describes data
sovereignty as covering multiple contexts and values ranging from
legislation to clinical practice and control and power to recognition,
respectively.
Initiatives. Superseding a previously rather tedious bilateral
exchange, the goal of initiatives like the International Data Spaces
(IDS) [9, 65, 66], GAIA-X [14, 31], Data Sharing Coalition [23],
IHAN [44], FIWARE [20], CEF [17], or BDVA [11] is to establish a
universal platform to regulate transactions regarding that exchange.
The EU or federal offices fund such initiatives, facilitating a topdown approach toward establishing a common data platform. Some
initiatives rather bundle forces toward the adoption of data ecosystems in general (Data Sharing Coalition, CEF, BDVA), while IHAN,
for instance, is in an early stage, without publicly released technical
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Figure 1: Participating entities in data ecosystems. Data flows
from left to right, with data provider and data consumer implementing a common ecosystem interface. The data ecosystem’s operator also handles orthogonal tasks, including admission and discovery of participants and data.
documentation so far. Out of the named initiatives, IDS [67], GAIAX [31], and FIWARE [1] have released technical documentation that
permit a deeper analysis with regard to implemented data security and trust measures. Specifically, IDS and GAIA-X both work
toward a standard interface to locate and access data and provide
an organizational context, including identification, admission, and
certification of participants [14]. Thus, in the remainder of this
paper, we primarily study these general-purpose initiatives. While
IDS aims to provide a framework under which data spaces can be
built quickly, e.g., targeting a specific domain with coherent participants, GAIA-X plans to establish a single central cross-domain platform [14]. Moving toward domain-specific concepts, initial projects
such as CATENA-X [88], an initiative inside the automotive domain, are picking up their ideas, while established platforms such
as FIWARE [20], a framework to connect smart devices, start to
provide compatible interfaces [3].
Architecture. Despite their slightly different scopes, IDS and
GAIA-X share a similar architecture, so we analyze both initiatives
together as data ecosystem implementations. Organizing the data
exchange, data ecosystems commonly assign different roles to participants. Figure 1 shows the overall scenario we are considering
together with the main participants. A single data exchange can
be considered bilateral, such that we can suppose the following
roles [67]: First, a data owner legally owns the data to be shared
and is interested in enforcing their rights on the data if it is shared.
Second, a data provider takes over the technical part of offering a
dataset to be exchanged on behalf of the data owner.
While a single entity certainly can take over both roles, i.e., host
the infrastructure to provide their data, in certain situations, the
providing entity does not formally own the data. For instance, this
situation is the case for electronic health records owned by patients,
which typically do not provide the infrastructure on their own.
On the receiving side, a data consumer requests and receives the
data from the provider and passes it to a data user, who processes
the exchanged data, e.g., by visualizing it. Again, the consumer
might also fulfill the data user role if both processes are co-located.
Noteworthy, GAIA-X does not separate the data consumer and data
user [31], but we continue using both terms to separate the logical
roles, as described above.

Due to the distribution of providers and consumers, data ecosystems operate as a federation of independent deployments that
jointly form a decentralized system. Thereby, data owners can
keep their sensitive datasets under their control until they actively
decide to share them with selected participants. To this end, data
ecosystems enable data sovereignty up to the point where a data
sharing decision has been made and data is actually transferred to
the data consumer.
Trust. To not let sovereignty end at the point of data exchange,
data ecosystems currently require a certification of participants.
Hence, they ensure that all entities handling data adhere to a common baseline w.r.t. data protection. Certification includes, but is
not limited to, defense-in-depth strategies and security event monitoring systems [18, 60]. Specifically, the IDS requires prior certification steps and attests successful certification via a public key
infrastructure, establishing a trusted identity layer [14, 67]. Contrarily, GAIA-X does not target a specific certification but requires
participants to provide a standardized self-description with claims
that are checked before a participant’s admission [14]. In both cases,
the ecosystem equips participants with the means to identify each
other and establishes a common ground for mutual trust decisions.
Based on the ecosystem-wide identity layer, data ecosystems can
provide fine-granular access control to data and let data owners
limit the target audience they are willing to share their data with.
However, access control alone is insufficient, as data sovereignty
would end once the flow of data between participants took place
after access has been legitimately granted. Usage control [74] could
possibly fill this gap by granting specific rights on data and enforcing certain duties to be adhered to when processing data. Such a
policy could be, for instance, the permission to use a dataset for
one week, with the obligation to delete it after that time.
To implement usage control, IDS utilizes and extends ODRL [43],
a policy language for digital rights management that allows finegrained modeling of usage terms [67]. For enforcement, the data
owner has to trust that the consuming party abides by the negotiated terms. To this end, he can only rely on the certification of the
consumer required to join as a participant, but can neither monitor
the process himself, nor receive a credible proof that usage terms
were enforced. However, since the negotiated contracts might also
involve monetary compensation, the consuming party has incentives to disobey negotiated terms, e.g., using data more often than
requested, sourcing it for other purposes, or sharing it with other
systems or third parties.
Legal Context. Providing an environment for data exchange,
the IDS builds upon surrounding legal contracts to equip participants with the means to establish credibility with each other [26].
Specifically, such contracts regulate the terms of usage and the
overall setting, e.g., regarding a monetary compensation [67] or a
penalty for breach of contract. Contracts can be bilateral or multilateral but will typically not cover the entirety of data space participants [67], thereby limiting spontaneous data access. Within
negotiated legal contracts, data ecosystems such as IDS then plan
to (automatically) negotiate a refined technical contract. This refined contract translates terms into machine-readable policies that
grant specific permissions on the exchanged dataset and potential
obligations [67].

3

DATA ECOSYSTEMS NEED TECHNICAL
SECURITY GUARANTEES

Having outlined the fundamental ideas of sovereign data exchange
and the technical and organizational framework data ecosystems
provide, we now critically review the design decisions of security
mechanisms implemented in state-of-the-art data ecosystems. To
this end, we analyze the available technical documentation and
reference architecture for IDS and GAIA-X. Primarily, we identify a
lack of technical means to facilitate strong security guarantees and
establish strong trust between participants. Namely, the current
ecosystem initiatives can only partly address the security and trust
requirements with their frail certification-based approaches.
Attacker Model. Guiding our position that data ecosystems
require stronger data protection mechanisms, we apply the notion
of a malicious-but-cautions attacker [79]. Specifically, the maliciousbut-cautious attacker can misbehave in all possible ways but aims
not to leave any verifiable evidence of its misbehavior [79]. Compared to an honest-but-curious (or semi-honest) attacker, this definition includes explicitly local deviation from protocols unless they
are verifiable by externals. With data ecosystems exchanging data
within established legal contracts, we argue that participants aim to
avoid being sued for their misbehavior and hence, have incentives
not to leave any evidence. To this end, a malicious-but-cautions
attacker reflects the typical power and incentives of data ecosystem
participants who source, process, and utilize somebody else’s data.
Data Security. Current notions of data security include security
at-rest, in-transit, and in-use [46]. At-rest security and in-transit
security are considered solved problems in the context of data
ecosystems as they can use widely available building blocks such
as storage encryption and transport layer security (TLS), respectively [67]. Contrarily, in-use data security targets data at the moment of processing, e.g., when the decrypted data is loaded into
memory and is hence more difficult to ensure and implement. Technical or cryptographic measures to protect data by providing in-use
security include, for instance, hardware-assisted security or homomorphic encryption [12, 51]. However, despite these measures,
today’s data ecosystems build their guarantees regarding data inuse security upon remote participants’ honesty to enforce certain
rights on shared data. Unfortunately, with monetary compensation handled as part of data exchange and transfers entrusted for a
specific purpose, incentives to evade enforcement clearly exist.
Hence, we argue that the following questions are critical to the
adoption of data ecosystem initiatives in data-sensitive domains:
• I1: How can data owners trust remote infrastructure to enforce
their granted rights once data has been shared?
• I2: How can data owners track their data in a trusted way if
processed by remote facilities?
• I3: How can participants with little resources maintain sovereignty without requiring them to host their own infrastructure?
In the following, we elaborate on these high-level design questions
regarding strong data sovereignty when implemented in practice.
I1: Trust in Remote Rights Enforcement. A first cornerstone
of end-to-end data sovereignty is the guaranteed enforcement of digital rights on remote systems, i.e., usage control. However, suppose
a privileged user on the consuming side, e.g., a system administrator, copies exchanged data without leaving traces in audit-relevant

logging systems. This unintended behavior renders usage control
enforcement ineffective. While we anticipate that such an action
would violate negotiated terms, the data owner depends on fortunate coincidence to notice malicious behavior retrospectively.
Consequently, we argue that data owners will refrain from ever
sharing sensitive data. With such datasets covering manufacturing
plans [7], the identity of suppliers [54], or privacy-sensitive health
records [29] the lack of enforcement guarantees severely limits the
kind of data exchangeable. Hence, such scenarios require stronger
data sovereignty guarantees than the currently envisioned (weak)
organizational measures.
Partly addressing this issue, IDS can utilize trusted platform
modules (TPMs) as a trust anchor on remote systems [67]. However, merely providing verification of the running software, but
essentially lacking memory encryption, TPMs still contribute little
to an effective protection against malicious-but-cautious attackers.
I2: Trusted Data Usage Reporting. Besides effective usage
control, usage transparency is a second cornerstone to strong data
sovereignty and essential to increase the participation of data owners. To this end, data owners that grant permissive access to their
data shall still be able to track usages of their data in remote systems
transparently. Within IDS, a clearing house entity is designated
to address part of this problem by enabling billing-relevant usage
logging [67]. However, similarly to I1, there is currently no technically or cryptographically enforced guarantee that data usage
must be logged. Hence, data users can easily circumvent the implemented logging features of today’s data ecosystems and thereby
exceed granted usage terms without being caught, such as evading
downstream payments for data usage.
I3: Sovereign Participation without Own Infrastructure.
A third cornerstone of strong data sovereignty is the free choice
of data owners with whom to exchange data under which conditions. Within the currently proposed architecture (cf. Figure 1),
data owners entirely rely on and trust data providers to serve their
data within the ecosystem. However, if both roles are distributed
between separate entities, similar trust issues as between the providing and consuming parties also apply here. Specifically, the owner
needs to trust the provider to serve the agreed policies and not
misuse data locally. Moreover, usage reporting systems must not
assume the provider to be trusted in this case. Hence, the providing
side of a data exchange requires the same measures to implement
reliable trust as the consumer side.
Takeaway. Today’s data ecosystems only provide data protection via organizational means, such that there is no protection
against malicious-but-cautious inside attackers on remote systems.
At the same time, monetary data usage compensation and usage
restrictions create incentives to evade enforcement mechanisms.
Currently, these shortcomings limit the applicability of data ecosystems to share sensitive datasets and thus need a remedy.

4

TOWARD STRONGER DATA SOVEREIGNTY

The current data ecosystem initiatives strive for seamlessly interconnecting businesses and facilitating the automation of valuable data
exchanges. However, in the last section, we identified severe open
issues (I1–I3) that impede each participant’s data sovereignty in
situations where organizational trust mechanisms, such as required

certification prior to admission to the ecosystem, are insufficient.
Given the competitive advantage a participant can gain by acting in
a malicious-but-cautious manner (cf. Section 3), these open issues
only become more pressing. Hence, with the data sovereignty of
their participants in mind, data ecosystems must deploy additional
means to allow them to establish trust in that new market.
In this paper, we argue that only technical means providing strong
cryptographic guarantees are suitable to reach the goal of trustworthy data ecosystems that retain participants’ data sovereignty. Next,
we discuss how available building blocks can be integrated into
data ecosystems to address each of the open issues I1–I3.

4.1

Trusted Remote Policy Enforcement (I1)

The foundation of strong data sovereignty in data ecosystems is
providing data owners with an assurance that the data ecosystem
will enforce terms and conditions on their behalf. Although today’s
data ecosystems lack trustworthy remote enforcement of data usage
terms (I1), promising building blocks for addressing this issue are
already available and used in other contexts. Examples of related
building blocks are distributed usage control, trusted execution environments, and different cryptographic schemes. In the following,
we discuss these building blocks, their application areas, and their
relation to data ecosystems.
Distributed usage control [2, 37, 38, 47, 48, 68] is an established
field of research that focuses on modeling and technically enforcing
usage terms, so-called policies for data usage. Data ecosystems have
already adopted the notion of policies in their organizational architecture [67, 86]. However, enforcing these policies proves difficult
as the data owner cannot directly observe the misconduct of a data
user or the consequences thereof [39]. Hilty and Pretschner [37]
hence propose to provide data owners with evidence of policy enforcement and limit possible computations. Both approaches are
hard to realize within a data ecosystem as they require some technical trust anchor on remote systems. Specifically, data ecosystems
currently do not offer such trust anchors as the data user gains full
control over the exchanged data once it has been obtained from
the data owner. This situation is insufficient when considering, for
instance, a malicious-but-cautious adversary who does not provide
a trustworthy environment for storing or processing the exchanged
data.
Hardware-based Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs), such
as Intel SGX, AMD SEV, or ARM TrustZone, are promising candidates for closing this gap in the future [83]. The goal of TEEs
is to provide a trustworthy computing environment that can be
established even on untrusted remote infrastructure. To this end, a
TEE provides an isolated (i.e., memory-encrypted) environment for
running applications with the ability to verify the integrity of the
executed program code remotely. A CPU-embedded cryptographic
key provides the required trust anchor that allows the data owner to
verify correct execution independently of the remote host’s operating system [83]. Consequently, TEEs allow for trustworthy remote
execution by hiding the program’s execution state and hardening
it against hampering.
Implementing policy enforcement and data processing inside
such environments has the potential to resolve the trust issues
data ecosystems are currently facing. However, TEE technology

is an active field of research, and current implementations still
experience security issues [63]. For example, today’s TEE implementations are prone to side-channel attacks that allow for limited
data extraction [85]. Countermeasures such as oblivious RAM [80]
are being investigated to fix these vulnerabilities, and we expect
that future enclave designs will provide further remedies against
other technical issues as they are being discovered. Hence, TEEs
are a promising building block for improving data sovereignty in
data ecosystems via technically enforceable data policies. However,
further research into hardening TEEs against unintended security
breaches is required to improve their applicability to data ecosystems. In fact, in a related context, first work [51] demonstrates the
applicability of TEEs in a trusted data sharing setting.
We thus call for the established initiatives and researchers to
further investigate the utility of TEE technology for data ecosystems
to reliably address the lack of trustworthy and technically backed
policy enforcement.

or fingerprinting techniques is required to determine and improve
their applicability in the context of data ecosystems.
Finally, distributed ledger technology has emerged in recent
years with the explicit goal of facilitating digital interactions among
participants who do not fully trust each other. While Bitcoin started
by establishing a decentralized and publicly accessible digital currency based on a blockchain [62], it spawned more versatile distributed ledgers for any information using smart contracts [15].
Ultimately, business-focused ledger systems emerged, such as Hyperledger Fabric or Quorum. These architectures can facilitate the
event-logging within data ecosystems and provide a medium for
the automated billing of data accesses.
To avoid additional privacy or data confidentiality problems,
such transparency mechanisms need to take privacy into account,
e.g., by encrypting log entries [75]. Overall, technical building
blocks for verifiable data tracking are already available. However,
they still need to be tailored to the specific verifiable data tracking
requirements for utilization in data ecosystems regarding performance, scalability, flexibility, and privacy.

4.2

4.3

Verifiable Data Tracking (I2)

Besides policy enforcement, establishing transparency in data usage
is equally important to gain data owners’ trust. For instance, a data
owner might consider granting generous accessibility to their data
but require proper attribution by any data user. In such a case, the
data owner would profit from technically guaranteed notifications
whenever a data user accessed the data.
Currently, IDS implements a clearing house instance, which can
log data usage if mandated in a policy, making it transparent to
data owners [67]. However, data users have neither a strict technical constraint to log data usage, nor can the system enforce it by
some means. Consequently, IDS cannot currently provide trusted
monitoring unless data usage can be observed externally. Hence,
the current clearing house instance does not solve the problem of
verifiable data tracking (I2).
Instead, technical or cryptographic means would help to incentivize logging. To this end, we consider transparency logging,
data-flow tracking, and distributed ledger technology promising
for establishing verifiable data tracking in data ecosystems.
For instance, certificate transparency logging allows modern web
browsers to reject digital certificates that are not tracked in a public
log for auditors to verify [79]. A similar approach might improve
data usage transparency as well. Namely, cryptographically tying
the decryption of exchanged data or the transfer of results to a
publicly verifiable log entry would force data users to log their
actions accurately. Such approaches are being researched in the
field of verifiable computing [34, 69] and data ecosystems could
profit by utilizing corresponding building blocks.
Besides logging, related work also proposes data flow tracking [50] and data fingerprinting [6] to allow for identifying the
source of identified data breaches after the fact. However, the cryptographic data fingerprints required to apply these techniques necessitate knowledge of the exact data representation and a sufficient
tolerance for minor statistical noise in the monitored data [6]. Unfortunately, these fingerprints typically cannot survive intermediate
processing steps [6], rendering them inapplicable in some situations. Hence, more research maturing resilient data flow tracking

Integration of Resource-Constrained
Participants (I3)

With the separation between the data provider and data owner,
data ecosystems also address scenarios that involve particularly
resource-constrained or especially privacy-aware data owners who
are unable or unwilling to run the complete infrastructure themselves. However, infrastructure control is the foundation of selfsovereign participation in distributed environments [67]. Hence,
this approach is not viable for resource-constrained participants.
Such participants could be, for instance, small to mid-sized enterprises (SMEs) in a supply chain context, which have no technical expertise to provide the infrastructure to participate in a data
ecosystem. In this case, their customers may be capable of assuming
the role of a data provider collecting data from their contracted
SMEs and offering that data on their behalf within the ecosystem.
For instance, large automotive manufacturers can assume the role
of a data provider on behalf of their, typically numerous, suppliers [7]. In this case, however, data owners lose their sovereignty and
depend on trust in their customers. Thus, appropriate (technical)
guarantees for such situations are desirable.
A scenario that would give data owners assurance that their data
is treated as intended would be considering the data provider as a
different party than the data owner; however, current ecosystem
initiatives do not rigorously satisfy this demand [67]. Under this
assumption, however, one could implement the same measures discussed in Section 4.1 also on the provider side, i.e., realize a trusted
data provider. Moreover, concerning usage transparency, this scenario requires logs, as discussed in Section 4.2, to be accessible with
no own infrastructure. Hence, not only the consumer-side aspect of
logging must be trusted, but also the instance that provides logging
on behalf of data owners.

4.4

Summary

Cryptographic building blocks that have been successfully applied
in the past are promising also to address the core issues (I1–I3)
currently impeding the data sovereignty of data owners in today’s

data ecosystems. For instance, TEEs have the potential to provide
the currently missing trust anchor during remote processing (I1).
Similarly, concepts currently applied in the context of certificate
transparency logging or distributed ledger technology may help
satisfy the requirement for verifiable tracking in data ecosystems
(I2) once they are adapted to the scalability demands of envisioned
deployments. Finally, these measures can also potentially be applied
when data providers operate on behalf of the original data owner to
incorporate resource-constrained participants in the process (I3).

5

ONGOING AND PAST RESEARCH EFFORTS

The potential to improve data ecosystems and the need to address
their current issues has also been recognized in previous work. All
in all, data ecosystems are subject to past and active research alike,
especially due to ongoing large-scale initiatives. In this section, we
present notable recent research efforts in data ecosystems. Specifically, we provide an overview of fundamental research regarding the
organization of data ecosystems, research efforts investigating the
use cases that would benefit from data ecosystems, and works that
apply technical security measures to facilitate data sharing efforts.
Fundamental Data Ecosystem Advancements. Oliveira and
Lóscio [64] survey the components data ecosystems typically comprise. Furthermore, several works discuss requirements and possible ways toward implementing data ecosystems in general, i.e.,
independent of specific initiatives [14, 33, 36, 65, 66, 93]. Another
line of research investigates fundamental challenges faced when
implementing (distributed) data sharing systems. Mainly, these
challenges engulf transparency requirements [32], addressing the
potential lack of trust between participants [33, 41, 61], the need
for creating a common semantic understanding among all participants [8], and governance as well as legal constraints [25, 26, 35, 92].
More directly targeted to data ecosystems as they are defined in this
work, research considers alternatives to the current IDS and GAIAX initiatives. For instance, FIWARE [3, 20] provides a platform to
facilitate data exchange in an Internet of Things context and is
related to CEF [17]. Furthermore, special-purpose data ecosystems
are being considered, e.g., by the NFDI initiative [90], which focuses on improving the accessibility of research data. Finally, NFDI
and FIWARE aim to implement IDS-compatible interfaces, hence
working toward ecosystem compatibility.
Use Cases. Another critical aspect of research on data ecosystems revolves around the use cases they are particularly well-suited
for. Other works have identified many relevant or desirable use
cases in this regard. Among these use cases are the sharing of medical health records [4, 82], personal data [57], data emerging in
the Industrial Internet of Things [5, 56], and data exchange across
supply chains, such as in the automotive industry [7, 54, 88], that
have unique requirements concerning data confidentiality, data
volume, or long-term persistency. Further data sharing schemes do
not specifically target data ecosystems but are conceptually similar,
such as applications in medicine [28, 29, 52, 53], for production
technology [55, 72], along supply chains [7], or in education [58].
We expect that additional domains will also start to investigate the
benefits data ecosystems can provide for their use cases as well as
for society in general.

Technical Solutions for Data Sharing. Besides identifying
novel use cases for sharing data via data ecosystems, other research
successfully applied technical and especially cryptographic building
blocks to tackle the general challenges of data sharing in more narrow scenarios. For instance, Huang et al. [40] propose a data-sharing
scheme to later identify sources of data breaches based on oblivious
transfers and embedded fingerprints. Moreover, a variety of work
considers sharing data with cloud providers [10, 30, 70, 76, 84, 87],
which can be considered conceptually similar to data ecosystems
with multiple stakeholders. Such work includes querying encrypted
data [77], attribute- or identity-based encryption for access control [27, 52, 54, 89], and distributed ledgers together with TEEs to
enforce accountability and access control [51]. Then again, Bonatti
et al. [13] identify correctness and completeness as desirable properties of transparency mechanisms in data sharing. These approaches
to strengthen sovereignty guarantees apply to real-world use cases
and might even be translatable for use in data ecosystems.

6

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

As we have highlighted in Section 3, today’s data ecosystems mostly
rely on organizational means to implement data protection. However, technical building blocks are already available to address the
remaining challenges for data sovereignty in data ecosystems by
providing stronger guarantees for participants (cf. Section 4). Finally, ongoing research efforts (cf. Section 5) have envisioned that
suitable applications of data ecosystems include the handling of
privacy-sensitive data, such as patient records in medical contexts,
but also confidentiality demands of critical business data require
those guarantees. To this end, data ecosystems must provide a
framework that allows users to trust the overall system w.r.t. enforcing their rights at any time, including processing in remote
systems after access was granted and data was shared.
Based on our analysis of the status quo as well as ongoing research efforts so far, we discuss in the following that overcoming
current shortcomings of usage control and stronger hardware-based
security measures are crucial research directions to sustainably
strengthen the data sovereignty for participants of data ecosystems.
Shortcomings of Usage Control. With (distributed) usage
control, prior work already addresses the issues I1–I3 today’s data
ecosystems are facing. However, the enforcement has not (yet)
been thoroughly picked up by recent initiatives, possibly due to
the current lack of technical guarantees [39]. Most work in this
area either targets rights modeling (e.g., [16, 21, 68]) or assumes
operation on trusted infrastructure (e.g., [19, 49]), which we argue
does not withstand malicious-but-cautions attackers, as applicable
to data ecosystems. Given that guaranteed policy enforcement is
crucial for sharing sensitive datasets within data ecosystems, this
question still needs to be addressed to allow for a wide-spread
adoption of data ecosystems.
With cryptographic and technical solutions, the ways toward
stronger guarantees are two-fold and not straightforward. The
discussed cryptographic approaches toward stronger guarantees,
i.e., providing usage control and transparency via cryptographic
means, implement the strongest protection among the discussed
techniques but currently either allow only limited expressiveness or

suffer from a severe performance penalty. Hence, we argue that they
are currently not suited for general application in data ecosystems
but should be selectively applied for the most sensitive datasets,
where the named limitations and overheads are acceptable [29].
Need for Hardware-based Security. Hardware-based solutions provide a trust anchor under the malicious-but-cautious attacker model. Moreover, they are less affected by performance
penalties and eventually allow the same operations as standard
hardware. However, TPMs, as currently envisaged by the IDS [67],
cannot provide adequate protection of sensitive data due to the lacking memory encryption. Hence, Trusted Execution Environments
(TEEs), despite current known side-channel attacks and related
weaknesses, seem to be a better choice for strong guarantees regarding data sovereignty expanding to remote systems.
With hardware-based TEEs being available for a few years, the
question arises as to why today’s data ecosystems do not yet implement TEE-based security. One reason might be known weaknesses,
which need to be addressed in future designs. However, these weaknesses do not seem to hinder deployment in further applications, as,
for instance, Microsoft Azure offers commercial support for TEEs in
its cloud service [78]. Hence, we argue that data ecosystems should
consider employing TEEs as a measure to enforce data owner’s
rights on remote infrastructure, which would fill the current gap
toward implementing end-to-end data sovereignty.
Future Work. These required research efforts motivate our call
for future work in the domain of data ecosystems. Regarding the
reliable enforcement of usage terms (I1), future work must address
tailoring existing data protection schemes to data ecosystems. Here,
a promising idea seems to employ TEEs as a trust anchor on remote
infrastructure. However, further research must clarify to which
degree current limitations, such as performance penalties, affect
application within data ecosystems. Subsequently, this can be integrated with transparency mechanisms (I2) where current work
demonstrates the applicability of cryptographic mechanisms, e.g.,
in certificate transparency. To this end, further research must investigate how these concepts can support transparency in data
ecosystems, while not creating new privacy issues. Finally, the
combination of technically enforceable usage control with usage
transparency might also be the first step toward sovereign integration of resource-constrained participants (I3).
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CONCLUSION

Today’s data ecosystems facilitate an automated exchange of data
in a standardized manner while simultaneously providing access
to huge and heterogeneous data sources. Given that these data
exchanges and corresponding higher-level applications across domains (e.g., in the automotive industry) also frequently deal with
sensitive information, including business secrets and data subject
to privacy regulations, data ecosystems must implement reliable
measures to prevent any undesirable exposure of sensitive data. Currently, these measures are mostly based on organizational means,
which we argue, fail to provide sufficient guarantees in settings with
malicious-but-cautious participants, i.e., participants who aim to
remain unnoticed while still trying to infer all possible information
from the data ecosystem and associated data exchanges.

We raise the crucial issue that today’s data ecosystems lack
appropriate guarantees w.r.t. confidential processing on systems
operated by third parties, transparency of data access and usage,
and the participation of parties with no infrastructure under their
control (I1–I3). We have further surveyed corresponding technical
solutions to these issues and highlight that they are available but
have not yet been adopted in practice. To this end, we argue that
the success of data ecosystems directly depends on their ability
to address the present need for strong data sovereignty of participants. As such, especially modern technical solutions, such as
TEEs, promise to provide data owners with strong guarantees of
correct data handling, increasing their willingness to participate in
available data ecosystems.
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